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This edition of Peacemaker reflects on another 
turbulent year in which uncertainty prevailed and 
when circumstances changed from day to day and from 
week to week.  For those who experienced great pain 
and loss and for whom looking back on 2021 will not 
be easy, we want to express particular sympathy and 
solidarity.

The inequality of access to vaccines for people in the 
‘rich’ global north once again highlighted the  injustice 
that militates  against people in the global south. 
Similarly, COP 26 in Glasgow demonstrated the 
unwillingness of countries of the north to take 
responsibility for the damage  done, or to adequately 
resource countries of the south to tackle this crisis 
which poses such a real and immediate danger.

And from Afri’s point of view the ‘elephant in the room’ 
was not even mentioned at the Conference in Glasgow 
– the issue of the cost of war to planet and people 
wasn’t even on the agenda, despite the war industry 
being one of the biggest emitters of greenhouse gases 
on the planet.

As if to add insult to injury the week following COP26, 
the Irish government hosted a seminar to encourage 

businesses in Ireland to research and develop new 
weapons systems. This is a shocking betrayal of Irish 
neutrality, our previous record in terms of working for 
disarmament and supporting peacekeeping and indeed 
of our own history of colonialism and oppression.

In response to this trend towards militarisation – 
locally and globally - Afri has co-founded an all Island 
network called StoP (Swords to Ploughshares). We also 
joined with other organisations to launch the  
Downpatrick Declaration, on December 7th, the 
1500th anniversary of the birth of St. Colmcille, known 
as the Dove. (See inside) This work to highlight and 
resist the danger of militarism will  continue and will  
be intensified in the year and years ahead.

In this edition of Peacemaker, you can also see 
representations of other work which, with your 
support, we were able to complete in 2021, despite the 
strained circumstances. 

Thank you for your backing throughout the last 
difficult year and we hope you will continue to support 
our work in tackling climate change, militarisation and 
forced migration in the months and years ahead.

In this edition of Peacemaker
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For the first time since its 
inception, our Féile Bríde gathering 

had to take place online in 2021. But 
despite this, we managed to maintain 

the unique ethos associated with Féile 
Bríde. The event began with a tree 

planting and then the flame was carried 
into Solas Bhride by Brigidine sister Rita 

Minehan followed by the usual mix of music, 
poetry and excellent speakers.  Many people 

tuned in for the event from around Ireland and 
further afield.

Feile Bride

Again, we had the unusual experience of 
undertaking the Famine Walk which normally takes 
place in the spectacular Doolough Valley, being 
forced online because of the circumstances.  We 
connected with Doolough, when Michael Wade 
planted a tree at the beginning of the event. 
Contributors included Rose Kelly: teacher, activist 
and member of Beyond Extractivism on the Island of 
Ireland; Professor Christine Kinealy: author of ‘This 
Great Calamity’ and Director of the Great Hunger 
Institute, Quinnipiac University; Musician Lisa O’Neill; 
Poet Paula Meehan; Harpist Brídín and the event was 
facilitated by Ruairí McKiernan, host of Love and 
Courage podcast and author of Hitching for Hope.

Online 
Famine Walk

Our Annual Hedge School,
which would usually take place on site in Technological 
University Blanchardstown was also moved to an online 
platform, which proved to be very successful. Once again, 
it was organised in partnership with third-year students 
from the Community and Youth Development course in 
TU Dublin –  Blanchardstown and themes explored 
included racism, housing, homelessness and resilience. 
Students presented workshops on these themes using 
creative and engaging methodologies.  About 100 
students participated and were joined by some Afri 
friends and supporters.

Hedge School

Famine Walk in Germany
Friends from around Stuttgart in South 

Germany joined Afri’s Famine Walk in 2018 and 2019  in county Mayo and due to the 
pandemic, they joined the walk online in 2020 and 2021. Following this online event, 
they decided to organise an actual walk in Germany. A wonderful walk followed. One 
of the walk organisers, Gerd Hofheinz described the experience, as follows: “Our 
former schoolmaster met us on three stops along the route. After listening to a 
German harp and an Irish Tin whistle, we discussed hunger and emigration in Ireland 
and Germany; we shared memories from our walks and times in Ireland and found 
deeper concern for the past and its consequences for our future. Topics were not all 
new but were felt intensely. There was a sense of solidarity among us and sunny 

weather helped us on the long 15 km walk.”

Thank you Gerd and friends in Germany and 
we hope to see you back in 

Doolough in May 2022!



Joe Murray, Mairead Maguire and Rob Fairmichael of INNATE
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The Gaelic Tree planting project was 
launched by Afri last year and is being 
promoted as one way of responding to 
climate change. It involves sowing eighteen 
trees or plants, corresponding with the 18 
letters of the ancient Irish alphabet. This 
photo shows the first complete ‘alphabet’ 
planted in St. Patrick’s College, Kiltegan in 
County Wicklow. 

Direct Provision report

Downpatrick Declaration 

Alphabet Avenue 

Afri has been working on a report on Direct 
Provision throughout 2021, which will be published early in 2022. 
The aim of this report is to amplify the demands for what comes 
after Direct Provision from those who have experienced DP 
themselves and to ensure that the DP system is not maintained 
under another name. The report is based on testimonies from ten 
people, to whom we are very grateful for sharing their 

experience. 

The Downpatrick Declaration 
was launched by Nobel Laureate 
Mairéad Maguire at the Saint 
Patrick Centre, Downpatrick, on 
7th December 2021, the 1500th 
anniversary of the birth of St 

Colmcille.  

The Declaration was prepared by 
people opposed to the current drive 
for expanding weapons production 
in both parts of Ireland and to buying 
into a military ‘might-is-right’ mindset 

internationally. The Declaration raises 
particular concern about the 
development of military drones and 
laser weapons in Belfast. It points out 
this tragic inconsistency with the 
Belfast/Good Friday Agreement’s 
commitment to ‘exclusively peaceful 
and democratic’ conflict resolution.  
Afri, INNATE and StoP (Swords to 
Ploughshares) also condemned the 
Irish Government, the other guarantor 
of the Peace Process, who recently 
held a public webinar to increase 
arms production as a basis for a 

sustainable economy in the future. 
Swords to 
Ploughshares
is a new, all Ireland network of 
opposition to the growth and 
development of militarism and 
the arms industry throughout 
Ireland. The network was 
involved in supporting the 
Downpatrick Declaration and 
will continue to do so in the 
coming year and years.

Swords to
Ploughshares

Solar Lights 
Campaign

We continue to work with our partners 
Development Pamoja and the Kenya 
Pastoralist Journalist Network to provide solar 
lights for school children, families, mid-wives 
and others. Hundreds of people have 
benefitted since we began this project some 
years ago.
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End the

scandal 
of

Direct Provision
PUBLICATION



10 - 10.30am  The Web of Life – Nicola    
       Winters

10.30 - 11am  Interdependence Day -     
       Pete Mullineaux

11.00am    Music

11.05am    Pleannanna Ceachta as    
       gaeilge – Muireann de Barra

11.30 – 11.35am  Conclusion

RUNNING ORDER
--------------

The Web of Life (Nicola Winters): contains a wide ranging series of 
workshops on themes relating to biodiversity and interconnectivity with a 
particular reference to the critical lessons to be learned from An Gorta Mór. The 
Web of Life presents cross curricular opportunities in the following subject areas: 
Geography (Global Interdependence); History (Colonisation, Economic 
consequences, decolonisation, trade, aid and famine); Religious education (the 
religious imperative to act for justice and peace); Ethics; Politics and Society; 
Social Education and Contemporary Issues in Leaving Certificate Applied as well 
as  Leaving Certificate Economics, Home economics  and Biology.

Interdependence Day (Pete Mullineaux): Teaching the Sustainable 
Development Goals through Drama for all Ages is an innovative and 
imaginative resource that can be used by all teachers, offering eight projects 
that are relevant and appropriate to all ages. The overarching aim is to 
encourage a whole-school approach to Global Citizenship Education. The 
intention is to bring on board teachers in all subject areas, offering engagement 
with history, geography, languages, science and technology, ecology, ethics 
and religion, business and economics, politics and society, art, dance and 
movement, mathematics and even home economics!

Tá pleananna ceachta as gaeilge bunaithe ar thrí acmhainn atá mar chuid 
do chlár Oideachais Domhanda Saoránach Afri. Is é sin, Ag Déanamh Iniúchadh 
ar Chúrsaí Domhanda Trí Dhrámaíocht agus Amharclann, Casáin Síochána 
agus Ceachtanna ón Stair.
Léiríonn na pleananna ceachta rianta de chleachtas oideachais maith- 
ceistiúchán chriticiúil, cruthaitheachas agus  nósanna trí lionsa cearta sóisialta 
agus dlúthpháirtíochta. Is treor iad na pleananna ceachta chun teacht ar an 
'nóiméad múinteoireachta' i rith an lae sa churaclam laethúil. Is fearr iniúchadh 

a dhéanamh ar oideachas domhanda saoránach nuair a fhaightear bearna 
nó oscailt agus tú ag múineadh gnáth ábhar go laethúil. Is ansin gur 

féidir iniúchadh criticiúil a dhéanamh ar ábhair an domhain leathan .

Tá fáilte roimh múinteoirí agus páirtí eile a bhfuil suim acu freastal ar 
an imeacht seo atá ar líne agus saor in aisce.

 

Afri is delighted to announce the online launch of three new educational 
resources, taking place on Friday April 23rd, 2021    from 10.00 – 11.30 am.  
The resources will support secondary school teachers and other educators 
to deepen global citizenship education within their classrooms and 
schools.  
This interactive event will consist of a launch and training around ‘The Web 
of Life’ (facilitated by author Nicola Winters), “Interdependence Day” 
(facilitated by author Pete Mullineaux), and “Pleannanna Ceachta” 
(facilitated by Muireann de Barra). 

Supported by WorldWise Global Schools.

Calendar 
for 2022 

 We are delighted to work in collaboration with 
Siolta Chroi on our Global Citizenship Education 
programme. Congratulations to Karen, Gareth (and 
Lily) on the birth of baby Amergin. We hope to 
continue to support the good work of Síolta Chroi in 
the coming year.

Also congratulations to Nicola Winters, Jacques (and 
Kia) on the arrival of baby Cosmo Fiachra

COP26

Siolta Chroi for the second year in 
succession, an Afri Calendar 
has been produced and is 
available to purchase. The 

cover quote is from the great 
Greta Thunberg: ‘when we start 

to act, hope is everywhere’

8 Cabra Road, Dublin 7, D07T1W2
Email: admin@afri.ie
Website: www.afri.ie
Facebook: www.facebook.com
/afriireland

Dates for 
your Diary
Afri Féile Bríde event:
February 5th

Doolough Famine Walk:  
May  21ST

Afri complies with The Governance Code for the Community, 
Voluntary and Charitable Sector in Ireland.

Afri has signed the Dóchas Code of Conduct on Images and Messages 

The Web 
of Life
Afri’s work with secondary 
schools and Universities 
continues. The launch of some 
excellent  GCE resources took 
place in 2021 and is available 
online. The Web of Life, 
compiled by Nicola Winters is 
also available from the Afri 
office

As usual, with the help of our excellent 
film maker, RoJ Whelan, we made a series 
of short films highlighting important 
issues. These included films about the 
failure of COP26 to include or address 
the major impact of the war industry on 
planet and people. We also produced 
two films addressing the danger of Data 
Centres, to which the Government 
seems committed and which pose a 
major threat to our energy security in 
the near future. These films are 
available on the Afri Youtube channel.


